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ABSTRACT
A version of a representative agent model is constructed in which closed-form decision rule$ are produced
for  rather general production  technologies.  Agenls trade in capital, and the decision rules can be used to
characterize the volume of this trade.
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The  views  exDressed  'in  this article are  solelv those  of the authors  and  should
not be  attributed  to the Federal  Reserve  Bank-of  Dallas  or to the Federal
Reserve  System.It is generally asserted  that versions  of the neo-classical  groMh model that admit closed  form decision
rules for consumption and investment are rather special. In particular, it can be shown that these decision
rules can be constructed in the case  which either i)  the utility  function is logarithmic and the production
function is C-obb-Douglas  with 100% depreciation, or ii)  the utility  function is of the constant relative risk-
aversion  vaxiety, and the production function is linear itr capital (see Danthine and Donaldson (1981) for a
proof).  In particular, it is not possible to arrive at closed-form decision rules for the case  in which there is
a C.E.S. production  technologr, or with a depreciation rate greater than zero.  This may b€ thought to be
unfortunate  since this is a relatively small subset  of econonies that are of interest.  The present note shows
that making a small modifrcalion to the usual neo-classical  growth model enables  the model ro yield closed-
form  decision rules  With  this  modification,  the  resulting  model  has the  raditional  infinitely-lived
representative agent model, and the two period-lived overlapping generations models as special cases. It is
also shosru  that it is possible to characterize the stochastic  volume of trade in capiral which is non-trivial in
the model.
ECONOnflC  ENVIRONMENT
The economy  is one in which  time is discrete,  and  indexed  by t=7,2,3... Initia y at date  t=1 there
are a continuum of agents  in the economy,  and this population is normalized to size unity.  For convenience,
the population size is normalized to unity.  For all agents  that are in the economy at date t, their preferences
can be described bv the followine utiliW function
where B €  (0, 1).  At  each date t, aN of the existing agents  leave the economy, and aN 'hew'  agents enter
the economy where d e  (0, 1).  Agents know at the beginning of a period whether or not they must leave
the economy at the end of that period.  In any period t, the probability that an agent will have to leave the
economy in ths follovring period is c, and this probability is identical for  all agents and for  all periods.  In
other words, the probability  that an agenl who has been present for only one period will  leave, is equal to
that probability  for  an agent who had been present for many periods.
Agents who are new entrants to the economy are endowed with a unit of labor efforr  that can be
supplied to produce oulput.  Agents have this endowment  of labor effort only in their first period and supply
it inelastically.  These agents then receive labor income in the first period of their life, and can then try to
save some of this for  mnsurnption in future periods.
Agents  who are in the economy  at the initial date t-1,  hol4 in the aggregate,  K1 units of capital.
This  capiral  depreciates at  the  rate E per  period.'  In  general, if  K.  units  of  capital  are employed in
production in period t, then it can be supplied to produc€ output (Y,) according to the techtrolo5l
(1) 'Iiu".r<""r],Y,= L,Ie  tl-'b\  + (1 - o)K1rie)l-',
where !  is the amount of labor employed, and lt  is a random technological disiurbance.  Since there are a
agents entering the economy,  with each supplying a single  unit of labor effort, in equilibrium it must be that
l, = c.'  Of course, the CES production function is meant to have the C,obb-Douglas  technologies as special
cases., Now the slate variables for  the emnomy are I(,  and lu  which are known al rhe beghning  at date
t.  The consumption good can be converted into capital at a one-for-one basis.
The economy evolves  as  follows. Agents who enter the economy  in period t, work to produce output,
and get paid their  marginal product.  Wirh the resultitrg income, these agents consume, and also produce
capital that will  finance future  consumption.  In future periods, agents supply capital for  production,  and
consequently receive the marginal product of capital as  income. They then decide  how much to consume  and
to save (hv€st).  Henceforth, we let r, and wo denote the marginal product of capilal and labor in period t.
The dlnamic programming problem faced by an agent who currently has n  units of wealth at the
beginning of period t is the following'
r(v,)  = rnax{log(v,  -  kur) ,  BEI(I  - a)v(r,.'k,.r)  + alog(r,.,ft,.')l}  (3)
Obviously, this reflecrs rhe fact thar with  probability d  the  agent will  leave the  economy in  the
following period, and with probability (1-d), the agent  will not leave. Afler  some  manipulation' it is possible
to veriry that the optimal decision rule associated  wfth rhis problem is the following
.  lB,  ,0, .'.'=li&|/''
As usual with  logarirhmic preferences, the agent saves  a @nstanl fraction of hcome.  Hence, the level of
savings  or  investment is a decreasing  function of d, the rate at which agents leave the  economy, but  an
increasing function of p, the discount factor.  The higher is a, the shorter is the expected ho  zon over which
the  agent's optimization  problem  takes placg  and hence the  less they  will  wish  to  save for  future
mnsumption.  When c  =  0, the savings  rate is equal to the discounr factor (p), which conforms with what
is known about economies in which the technolosr is constant returng  and preferences are logarithmic.
Alternatively, when c  =  1, the model is that of two period-lived overlapping generations. when  a €  (0, 1]'
the expected lifetime, or number of periods over which the agent expects  to exist in the economy  is (a*1)/4.
For capital holders who were presenr  in the economy  in period t-1, and entered period t with lq units
of  capital, the  agents wealth is then y, =  r,\.  Here rr equals the  marginal product  of  capital' which is
determined as follows
Q)-1-O
rt = Lt(l -  KTfeu"n  +(1 - o)K-vofr' + (1 -6).
For laborers who are new entrants to the economv.  their wealrh is then determined as follows
], = r,of"+][o"-vo  +  (1  - o)x;rrc1'o-t
For new entrants to the economy,  they supply  rheir unit of labor effort, and then their initial level of income
in the first period of their life is this labor income. They then save  a constant fraction of this income.  For
existing entrants, they supply their capital and their income in any period is the capital income rec€ived at
the beginning of that period.  Therefore, since all agents  save  a fraction of their inmmq  and with constant
returns to  scale production  technology, it  follolvs that  the capital stock then obeys the following  law of
motion5
r,-,  = 
fTfo]tl,.,flallc\ 
+  (1  - 0)K,(-rie)l-e  . (1  - d)K,]. (7)
It is now of interest to inquire about the volurne of trade in capital in this framework.  Fortunately,
this is easy to characterize. It  is possible  to define the volume of trade as the change in the holdings of all
sellers (or, alternatively, buyers) of capital. In this case  the volume of trade is said to be
ffilf+][r,rr*n"" +  (1  -  a)K.i'7.)]-e  +  (1  -  rK]  -  *,1,  a>*,n.
This reflects the fact that d of the agents  must sell 4U  their capital, and this is reflected in the second
part of the  above equation.  The first part of the equation reflects the behavior existing agents and new
entrants.  It  is easy to analyze  various fiscal policies in this environment.  For example, on can analyz€ the
impact of  a capital income tax on this environment.  The impact that this has on the volume of trade in
capital is shorrn in Table 1. In this case  the following parameter values  are chosen  as follows: q=.08'  F= '96,
0=.7, p=2,6=.10,  and log(fJ  is i.i.d. and disrributed  as  N(0,.08). A higher  tax rate raises  the volatility of
and lowers the average transaction volume.
TURTHER  REMARXS
By  urilizing  this  version of  the  representalive agent framework,  ir  may be possible for  other
researchers  to address  other issues  in a more illuminating manner.  Huffman  (199)  has already employed
this model to aaxlyze  horr a capital gains tax, or a tax on financial transactions could influence the behavior
of financial  market variables, including the volume of  trade.  It  is also possible to  show lhat  this model
generates an endogenous  Sldbgiog  of capital holdingg and that various fiscal policies can then affect this
distribution.  Further  research is currently being conducted as to how similar policies would influence the
(5)
(6)
(8)level of growth and capital accumulation in a related framework.  Prezumably  ir would be possible to utilize
similar emrironments to analyze the impacl of various tax or fiscal policies.
One might wish to incorporate an endogenous  laborAeisure  choice. To this end, it mighr be assumed
that the utility  function is of the following form
t[io-'.*t..,]  +  bg(r  -n,) (e)
where the expectation operator reflects the probability c of having to leave the economy in any period and
q  is the amount of labor effort  in period t.  After  setting up the dynamic programming problem, it is easily
seen that the optimal labor effort is determined as n, =  (1+qB)/(2+ap).  One might naturally inquire as to
how the decision rules would be altered if the agent had preferences  determined according 1o the constant
relative risk aversion variety:
'Iin-,t".r-],
for  p  >  0,  p  *  1.  In  this case, it  is easy to  show that  the savings  rate is determined according to  the
equation
so = F[(l  - a)  + c(l  - s)o]E (f,:;D).
Of course, in this instance the savings  rate is increasing in term q(r,*r''e).
Table I





volume  per period
.4253 .3672 .3247
Eo standatd  deviation
of  transaction  volume
16.95Vo 19.44Vo 2l.76VoTOOTNOTES
1. In what follows, upper case  letters denote economy-wide  totals, and lower case  letters represent individual
variables.
2.  If  does not have to be that the same number of agents  leave and enter the economy al the same time.
However, this assumption  makes  these  disturbances  idioqncratic,  and thereby does  not permit this exogenous
to produce aggregate-Socks,Obviously  it.would bepossible.  to let.c.be-a-stochastic  vatiable, and this would
lhen permit  the exogenous  labor supply fluctuate as well.
3. The technolory shock muld enter the production function in a different manner, but this is not important
for what is to follorr.
4.  It  is easy to show lhal  the value funclion turns out to be of the following fotm:  V(y)  =  no +  rrrlog(Y),
for some constants rro and rrr.
5.  Up till  no$' it has been implicit that the capital stock could be converled into the consumption good, and
henc€ that one could ignore the "corner" associated  with the optimization problem.  If this is not ignored, it
easy to show that the evolution of lhe capital stock in this instance is determined instead accordfug to the
equation  Iq,r'  =  max{(1 - D)K', 4.,  }, where  \*,  is given  by the right side  of equation  (4).  To simpliry
matters, lhe remainder of the paper will focus on the case  in which this corner is never binding'RET'ERENCES
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